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ABSTRACT
Effective support for XML query languages is becoming increasingly im-
portant with the emergence of new applications that access large volumes of
XML data. All existing proposals for querying XML (e.g., XQuery) rely on
a pattern-specification language that allows path navigation and branching
through the XML data graph in order to reach the desired data elements.
Optimizing such queries depends crucially on the existence of concise syn-
opsis structures that enable accurate compile-time selectivity estimates for
complex path expressions over graph-structured XML data. In this paper,
we introduce a novel approach to building and using statistical summaries
of large XML data graphs for effective path-expression selectivity estima-
tion. Our proposed graph-synopsis model (termed XSKETCH) exploits lo-
calized graph stability to accurately approximate (in limited space) the path
and branching distribution in the data graph. To estimate the selectivities of
complex path expressions over concise XSKETCH synopses, we develop an
estimation framework that relies on appropriate statistical (uniformity and
independence) assumptions to compensate for the lack of detailed distribu-
tion information. Given our estimation framework, we demonstrate that the
problem of building an accuracy-optimal XSKETCH for a given amount of
space is

���
-hard, and propose an efficient heuristic algorithm based on

greedy forward selection. Briefly, our algorithm constructs an XSKETCH
synopsis by successive refinements of the label-split graph, the coarsest
summary of the XML data graph. Our refinement operations act locally
and attempt to capture important statistical correlations between data paths.
Extensive experimental results with synthetic as well as real-life data sets
verify the effectiveness of our approach. To the best of our knowledge, ours
is the first work to address this timely problem in the most general setting
of graph-structured data and complex (branching) path expressions.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is rapidly emerging

as the new standard for data representation and exchange on the
Internet. The simple, self-describing nature of the XML standard
promises to enable a broad suite of next-generation Internet ap-
plications, ranging from intelligent web searching and querying to
electronic commerce. In many respects, XML represents an in-
stance of semistructured data: the underlying data model com-
prises a labeled graph of element nodes, where each element can
be either an atomic data item (i.e., raw character data) or a compos-
ite data collection consisting of references (represented as graph
edges) to other elements in the graph. Further, labels (or, tags)
stored with XML data elements describe the actual semantics of
the data rather than simply specifying how the element is to be dis-
�
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played (as in HTML). Thus, XML data, like semistructured data, is
graph-structured and self-describing.

Sophisticated query-processing engines that allow users and ap-
plications to effectively tap into the large amounts of data stored
in XML databases around the globe are going to be crucial to ful-
filling the full potential of XML and enabling Internet-scale ap-
plications. Realizing such Internet-scale XML query processors
(like, e.g., Xyleme (www.xyleme.com) or Niagara [16]), in turn,
hinges on providing effective support for high-level, declarative
XML query languages. A variety of languages have been pro-
posed for querying semistructured and XML databases, including
XQuery [3], XQL [11], and Lorel [14]. A common characteristic
of all existing language proposals, is the existence of a pattern-
specification language (like, e.g., XPath [7]) built around path and
subtree (“twig”) expressions. These expressions replace the tradi-
tional SQL FROM clause and enable path navigation and branch-
ing through the XML data graph in order to reach the relevant
data elements. While simple path queries were popularized in the
context of object-oriented databases, the pattern-specification lan-
guages proposed for graph-structured XML data are substantially
more complex. In particular, the XPath language [7] (that lies at
the core of XQuery [3] and XSLT [6], the dominant W3C language
proposals for XML querying and transformation) allows branching
regular path expressions that enable queries to navigate along paths
in the data graph using label names and wild cards as well as branch
at element nodes in the path predicated on the existence of specific
sibling paths. As a concrete example, in a bibliography database the
XPath expression //author[book]/paper/sigmod/title
selects the set of all title data elements discovered by the label
path //author/paper/sigmod/title, but only for author
elements that have at least one book child (specified by the au-
thor[book] branch).

Optimizing XML queries with complex path expressions depends
crucially on the ability to obtain effective compile-time estimates
for the selectivity of these expressions over the underlying (large)
graph-structured XML database. Similar to relational query opti-
mization, selecting an efficient query-execution plan relies on the
accurate estimation of the number of XML elements that are ac-
cessed from (i.e., “satisfy”) a path-expression specification. Clearly,
to be feasible at query-optimization time, this estimation process
has to depend on a concise and accurate statistical synopsis of the
XML data graph that can provide such selectivity estimates within
the memory and time constraints of the optimizer. Of course, such
a synopsis can also be an invaluable tool for providing users with
fast approximate answers and quick feedback to their queries, ei-
ther before or during query execution.
Prior Work.1 Summarizing a large XML data graph for the pur-
pose of estimating the selectivity of arbitrary path expressions is
a substantially different and more difficult problem than that of
�
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constructing synopses for flat, relational data (e.g., [20, 23]). Re-
cent research studies [1, 4] have considered specialized variants of
our XML summarization problem, focusing on the simplified case
of tree-structured (rather than graph-structured) data and restricted
path expressions (e.g., simple paths with no branching predicates).
It is unclear if these earlier techniques can be extended to gen-
eral, graph-structured XML databases (where non-tree edges can
arise naturally as explicit element references through id/idref
attributes or XLink constructs [2, 8]).

Recent proposals for exact and approximate path-index struc-
tures for XML (e.g., [12, 15]) also attempt to capture the path
structure in the underlying XML data graph. Unfortunately, the
usefulness of such structures as optimization-time synopses for se-
lectivity estimation is limited, since (a) exact indexes (e.g., the
1- and T-index) can grow to a fairly large proportion of the data-
graph size [12, 15]; and, (b) approximate indexes (e.g., the A( � )-
index [12]) do not explicitly try to capture the essential statistical
characteristics of the data-graph distribution.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we propose a novel approach
to building and using concise statistical synopses for effectively es-
timating the selectivity of complex (branching) path expressions
over general XML data graphs. Our proposed synopsis model,
termed XSKETCH, exploits localized graph stability to accurately
capture (in limited space) the important statistical characteristics of
the path and branching distribution in the XML data graph. We de-
velop a systematic estimation framework for approximating path-
expression selectivities over concise XSKETCH synopses, and pro-
pose an efficient algorithm for XSKETCH construction. To the best
of our knowledge, ours is the first work to address the timely prob-
lem of statistical synopses for XML in the most general setting of
graph-structured data and complex (branching) path expressions.
The key contributions of our work are summarized as follows.� Definition and Systematic Estimation Framework for XS-
KETCH Synopses. We give a formal definition of our XSKETCH
synopses for XML data that exploit the concepts of localized back-
ward and forward graph stability [17] to effectively explore the
space between extremely coarse (but inaccurate) and extremely de-
tailed (but large) summarizations of graph-structured data. We de-
velop a systematic estimation framework that uses the information
in the XSKETCH synopsis to parse a complex path expression and
produce an approximate selectivity estimate. Like any estimation
technique that uses concise data synopses (e.g., histograms [21]),
our proposed framework relies on a set of appropriate statistical
(uniformity and independence) assumptions to compensate for the
lack of detailed distribution information.� XSKETCH Construction: Hardness and Efficient Heuristic
Algorithm. Constructing effective XSKETCH synopses turns out
to be a difficult optimization problem: we demonstrate that the
problem of building an accuracy-optimal XSKETCH for a given
space budget is �	� -hard. Given this intractability result, we pro-
pose an efficient heuristic algorithm for XSKETCH construction
based on greedy forward selection. Briefly, our algorithm con-
structs an XSKETCH synopsis by successive refinements of the
label-split graph, the coarsest summary of the XML data graph.
Our refinement operations act locally and attempt to capture impor-
tant statistical correlations between data paths. The end result is an
XSKETCH synopsis that, abstractly, is more refined where correla-
tions are stronger and less refined where data paths are independent
and uniformity assumptions are valid.� Experimental Results Verifying the Effectiveness of XSKETCH
Synopses. We present the results of an extensive experimental
study of XSKETCHes with several synthetic as well as real-life data

<DB>
<Movies>
<Movie ID="M1">
<ActorRef IDREF="A1"/>
<ActorRef IDREF="A2"/>

</Movie>
<Movie ID="M2">><ActorRef IDREF="A3"/></Movie>

</Movies>
<Actors>
<Actor ID="A1"><MovieRef IDREF="M1"/></Actor>
<Actor ID="A2"><MovieRef IDREF="M1"/></Actor>
<Actor ID="A3">
<Web Link="http://www.imdb.com/actor?A3"/>
<MovieRef IDREF="M3"/>

</Actor>
</Actors>
<DB>
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Figure 1: Example XML document (a) and XML data graph (b).

sets that validate our approach. Our results show that XSKETCHes
are accurate, concise synopses for general graph-structured XML
data, achieving estimation errors as low as 3% for low space bud-
gets around 30–40 KBytes. The generated summaries are built uti-
lizing small path samples from the original document, thus ensur-
ing the efficiency of the XSKETCH construction algorithm. We ex-
periment with both complex and simple path expressions and show
that the constructed summaries yield accurate estimates in all cases;
furthermore, our XSKETCHes perform better and more consistently
than earlier approaches for the simpler problem of handling simple
path expressions over tree-structured XML data.

2. BACKGROUND
XML Data Model. Following previous work on XML and semistruc-
tured data [12, 15], we model an XML database as a large, directed,
node-labeled data graph 
��������������� . Each node in ��� corre-
sponds to an XML element in the database and is characterized by
a unique object identifier (oid) and a label (assigned from some
alphabet of string literals) that captures the semantics of the ele-
ment. (We use label ���� to denote the label of node ����� � .)
Edges in � � are used to capture both the element-subelement rela-
tionships (i.e., element nesting) and the explicit element references
(i.e., id/idref attributes or XLink constructs [2, 8, 12, 14]). Note
that non-tree edges, such as those implemented through id/idref
constructs, are an essential component and a “first-class citizen” of
XML data that can be directly queried in complex path expressions,
such as those allowed by the XQuery standard specification [3].
We, therefore, focus on the most general case of XML data graphs
(rather than just trees) for the remainder of this paper.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Figures 1(a,b) show an example XML document
and its corresponding data graph. The document is modeled after
the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) XML data set (www.imdb.-
com), showing two movies and three actors. The graph node cor-
responding to a data element is named with an abbreviation of the
element’s label and a unique id number. Note that we use dashed
lines to show graph edges that correspond to id-idref relation-
ships.

XML Query Model. A path expression !l in XQuery defines a
navigational path over the graph of the document. A path expres-
sion can be represented abstractly as a sequence of traversal steps
step �#" step $ "�%&%'%(" step ) , where each step * computes a new
node set from the node set generated by the previous step. The node
set generated by the last step is called the target set of the expres-
sion and is denoted by target �!l � . Any node +,� target �!l � is
said to be discovered by path expression !l. We will use - to denote
the empty path expression that contains no steps.



The simplest form of an XQuery path expression is a simple path
expression of the form l � " l $ ".%/%'%(" l ) where l * are document la-
bels. The target set of the path expression includes all elements
+ ) for which there exists a document path + � " + $ ".%'%/%(" + ) with
label �+ * �0� l * . Note that XQuery distinguishes between con-
tainment (parent/child) edges and id-idref edges by providing
an explicit dereference operator (=>); in the document graph of
Figure 1 for example, the path expression Actor/MovieRef/-
@IDREF=>Movie will retrieve all movie elements referenced by
actors. This distinction, however, is not important in the context of
our work and we drop it in order to keep the presentation simple.
Therefore, we will treat Actor/MovieRef/IDREF/Movie as
a valid path expression.

In this paper, we focus on branching path expressions of the
form !l � l �21 !l �43 " l $ 1 !l $ 3 "5%'%'%(" l ) 1 !l ) 3 , where l * are labels and
!l * are simple path expressions or - . A branching path expression is
formed from a simple path expression l � ".%'%'%(" l ) by attaching the
branch predicates !l * at specific labels. Each 1 !l * 3 clause represents
an existential predicate, requiring that there exists at least one !l *
path at point 6 of the expression. Consider, for example, the simple
path expression l � ".%'%'%�" l 7 ".%'%'%�" l ) and let + � ".%'%&%(" +87 "5%/%&%(" + )
be a document path that matches it. Assume that we add a branch
predicate !l 7 at position � , thus forming the branching expression
l � ".%'%&%(" l 7 1 !l 7 3 ".%/%'%�" l ) ; the document path + � ".%'%&%(" +87 "5%/%&%(" + )
will match the new expression only if there exists at least one docu-
ment path that starts from +87 and matches the simple path label �+97:� " -
!l 7 . This is extended to the general case by requiring each node
+ * to be the root of a simple path that matches the path expres-
sion label �+ * � " !l * . Consider for example the document graph of
Figure 1 and the simple path expression Actor/MovieRef/-
IDREF/Movie that retrieves elements with id 4 and 5; if we add a
[Link] branch on Actor, then the new path expression Actor-
[Link]/MovieRef/IDREF/Moviewill retrieve element 4 only.
Note that if all branch predicates are empty, a branching path ex-
pression degenerates to a simple path expression l � "5;&;';(" l ) .

Branching path expressions represent a very common and useful
case of XQuery path expressions. In general, an XQuery path ex-
pression can be more elaborate including, for example, predicates
on the document order of elements or nested branch predicates.
Branching path expressions, however, cover a wide class of XML
query expressions most often encountered in practice and are the
main focus of this paper.

3. GRAPH SUMMARIZATION
In this section, we describe the generic model of data-graph syn-

opsis structures that is used in this paper. We then provide a concise
statement of the problem of constructing and using such graph syn-
opses for estimating path-expression selectivities.

3.1 General Graph-Synopsis Model
Abstractly, our general model of a synopsis for an XML data

graph 
<�=����5��� ��� is a node-labeled, directed graph structure> �
?� �<��A@B�C�D@E� , where each node in ���F�G@ corresponds to a
subset of identically-labeled nodes in a partitioning of � � (termed
the extent of � ) and an edge in �+H�C���.�,�I� is represented in � @ as
an edge between the nodes whose extents contain the two endpoints
+ and � . To enable selectivity estimates for complex path expres-
sions, each node � of

> �
?� only captures summary information
about 
 in the form of a count field (count ���� ) that records the
number of elements in 
 that map to � , i.e., the size of � ’s extent.

DEFINITION 3.1. A graph synopsis for 
J�K�� � ��� � � is a
node-labeled, directed graph

> �
?�L�M�� @ �C� @ � , where each node
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Figure 2: (a) Label-split graph; (b) B/F-bisimilar graph; and, (c) Ex-
ample XSKETCH, for the XML data graph in Figure 1(b).

�,�N� @ corresponds to a set extent ����DOP��� such that: (1) All
elements in extent ���� have the same label (denoted by label ���� ,
i.e., the label of the synopsis node); (2) Q�RTSVU2W extent ����X�M���
and extent �+8�XY extent ����Z�\[ for each +H�C���<�G@ ; (3)
�+H�C���]�^� @ if and only if there exist +G_Z� extent �+�� and
� _ � extent ���� such that �+ _ �4� _ �`�a� � ; and, (4) Each node
�,���A@ stores only an element count count ����5��bextent ����'b .

Several recently-proposed path-index structures for XML data,
including 1-indexes [15] and A( � )-indexes [12], are based on the
“node-partitioning” technique described in our general graph-synop-
sis definition. As an example, the 1-index and the A( � )-index are
based on the bisimilarity and k-bisimilarity partition of 
 , respec-
tively. (Briefly, bisimilarity groups together data nodes that have
identical sets of incoming label paths from the document root [15],
whereas k-bisimilarity is based on a more relaxed rule that essen-
tially groups data nodes based on their incoming label paths of
length at most k [12].) However, given the stringent space lim-
itations for our compile-time, selectivity-estimation problem, the
graph synopsis can only store the extent counts (rather than the
entire extents, typically stored in the aforementioned index struc-
tures). Our goal is to be able to evaluate the selectivity of complex
path expressions over the data graph 
 based solely on a compact
graph synopsis of 
 .

3.2 Problem Formulation
Graph-Synopsis Space Extremes. Let us now consider the two
extreme points in our model space of graph synopses for estimat-
ing the selectivity of complex path queries. At one extreme, the
label-split graph represents a very succinct but, at the same time,
coarse and inaccurate synopsis of the data graph; at the other ex-
treme, the Backward/Forward-bisimilar (B/F-bisimilar) graph rep-
resents an exact but prohibitively-large synopsis for branching-path
selectivities.� The Coarsest Graph Synopsis: Label-Split Graph  >Bc �
?�C� . The
label-split (or, d -bisimilar [12]) graph synopsis groups data nodes
into synopsis nodes based solely on their node labels; that is, all
nodes in 
 sharing the same label are mapped onto a unique node
in
>Bc �
?� . The label-split graph is a very succinct representation of

the data graph: the number of nodes in
> c �
?� is exactly the num-

ber of distinct labels in 
 . Unfortunately, the label-split graph also
presents a very poor picture of the path distribution in 
 since, ex-
actly due to its coarseness, it typically contains several false paths
and cycles (that did not exist in the original data graph).� The Perfect Graph Synopsis: B/F-bisimilar Graph  >�eEf#g �
?�C� .
The Backward-bisimilarity (B-bisimilarity or, simply, bisimilarity)
data-node partitioning (used, for example, in the exact h -index for



simple paths [15]) can be readily refined to capture B/F-bisimilarity.
The key idea is that data nodes are mapped to the same node of> eHf(g �
?� only if they share the same set of incoming and outgo-
ing paths in 
 . It is easy to verify that such a B/F-bisimilar graph
synopsis is guaranteed to return exact selectivity estimates for any
branching path expression. The problem, of course, is that, by
its definition, a B/F-bisimilar graph is even larger (possibly, much
larger) than the already problematic B-bisimilar graph.

Figure 2(a) depicts the two extremes of synopsis graphs for the
example document of Figure 1. In both synopses, the figure shows,
for each summary node, the label of the elements in its extent and
its count attribute (the size of the extent) in parentheses. Figure 2(a)
depicts the label-split graph, the coarsest summary of the docu-
ment. We observe that it captures only part of the original path
structure, while introducing a number of false paths, e.g., A/MR/-
IR/A). Figure 2(b) shows the B/F-bisimilar graph which repre-
sents an exact summary. Note that the summary groups together
actor elements A6, A7 since they cannot be distinguished based
on their incoming and outgoing paths and the same holds for el-
ements (MR12, MR13), (IR19, IR20), (AR10, AR11), and
(IR17, IR18). Overall, the B/F-Bisimilar graph contains all the
paths of the original document and no false paths, yet its size is
close to that of the original data graph.

Problem Statement: Construction and Usage of Effective Graph
Synopses. The label-split and B/F-bisimilar graphs lie at the two
ends of the graph-synopsis spectrum:

>Bc �
?� is very small and con-
cise but typically results in extremely inaccurate estimates, whereas> eHf(g �
?� captures the entire path-distribution information in 
 ac-
curately, but is requires too much space to be useful as an optimization-
time synopsis structure. Given an amount of space (i.e., size limit)
for the synopsis determined, e.g., by optimizer time and space con-
straints, the “most effective” graph synopsis for complex-path se-
lectivity estimation lies somewhere between these two extremes.
Of course, the notion of “effectiveness” for a graph synopsis needs
to be defined based on an estimation framework that uses the sum-
mary information in the synopsis to parse an input complex-path
expression and produce an (approximate) selectivity estimate. Given
the concise and approximate nature of the synopsis, this estimation
process obviously has to rely on a set of statistical assumptions that
compensate for the lack of detailed information (similar, for exam-
ple, to the intra-bucket uniformity assumptions typically made dur-
ing histogram-based estimation [20, 21]). Thus, our XML-graph
summarization problem comprises two important and interrelated
components.

1. [Estimation Framework for Complex Path Queries over
Graph Synopses.] Given a complex, branching path expres-
sion i and graph synopsis

> �
?� representing a statistical
summary of a large XML data graph 
 , process i over

> �
?�
(using a set of statistical assumptions) to produce an estimate
for the selectivity of i over the original data graph 
 .

2. [Effective Graph-Synopsis Construction.] Given a large
XML data graph 
 and a space budget of j bytes, build a
graph synopsis

> �
?� of 
 that effectively minimizes the ap-
proximation error in the selectivity estimates produced based
on
> �
?� (and the given estimation framework) for complex

path expressions over 
 .

4. XSKETCH SYNOPSES
In this section, we present our detailed definitions for XSKETCH

graph synopses and describe our estimation framework for evalu-
ating path-expression selectivities over concise XSKETCHes. We

then propose a set of localized refinement operations that allow
us to increase the level of accuracy of the XSKETCH for certain
portions of the data graph and discuss a metric for evaluating the
quality of an XSKETCH synopsis. Finally, we consider the problem
of effective XSKETCH construction: even though we demonstrate
that the problem is, in general, �	� -hard, we propose an efficient
construction heuristic that utilizes our XSKETCH- refinement oper-
ations in a greedy, incremental fashion.

4.1 XSKETCH Concepts and Definitions
Our proposed XSKETCH synopsis structures represent specific

instantiations of the general graph-synopsis model discussed in Sec-
tion 3. Two key concepts underlying XSKETCHes are those of
backward- and forward-stability [17].

DEFINITION 4.1. Let � , k be sets of elements in an XML data
graph 
 . We say that � is backward-stable (B-stable) with respect
to k , if and only if for each �P��� there exists a +l�mk such
that the edge �+H�C��� is in 
 . Similarly, k is said to be forward-
stable (F-stable) with respect to � , if and only if for each +	��k
there exists a ���a� such that the edge �+H�C��� is in 
 . Given a
graph synopsis

> �
?� of 
 , we define a node n in the synopsis to
be B-stable (F-stable) with respect to another synopsis node o if
and only if extent �n � is B-stable (resp., F-stable) with respect
to extent �o8� .

Note that, by Definitions 3.1 and 4.1, a node in a graph synop-
sis
> �
?� can only be B-stable (F-stable) with respect to its par-

ent (resp., child) nodes in
> �
?� . Thus, a synopsis node n is B-

stable with respect to its parent o if and only all data elements
mapped to n have a parent data element mapped to o in

> �
?� ;
in other words, the number of data elements in extent �n � that
are reached by an edge from data elements in extent �o8� in 

is exactly count �n �0�pb extent �nI�'b . Similarly, the F-stability
condition for a synopsis node n with respect to a child node o
guarantees that the count field count �n � is an exact estimate for
the number of elements in n ’s extent that reach by an edge in 

elements that map to o in

> �
?� .
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider again the example label-split graph

of Figure 2(a). We observe that all elements in extent(MR) have
a parent element in extent(A) and, therefore, MR is B-stable with
respect to A. As a result of this stability, the count associated with
MR obviously yields an exact estimate for the number of elements
reached by the path expression A/MR; in fact, since we can show
that A is in turn B-Stable with respect to IR (all Actor elements
are reached by an IDREF attribute), MR’s count gives an exact
estimate for the selectivity of IR/A/MR as well. Node IR, on the
other hand, is not B-stable with any of its parent nodes; thus, the
count associated with IR does not give an exact selectivity esti-
mate for any path expression that ends in IR.

We can make similar observations about forward stabilities. All
elements, for example, in extent(MR) have a child element in
extent(IR) and, therefore, MR is F-stable with respect to IR;
as a result, MR’s count yields an exact selectivity estimate for the
path expression MR[IR]. Note, however, that F-stability does not
say anything about the number of elements in IR reached by ele-
ments in MR, it only guarantees that the path MR/IR exists for all
elements in MR.

It is interesting to note that there is an obvious connection be-
tween the concepts of stability and graph bisimilarity. Essentially,
stability can be seen as a very localized notion of bisimilarity since,
for a given synopsis node, it only considers paths of length one



to/from specific child/parent node(s) in the synopsis. In fact, stabil-
ity plays a central role in known efficient algorithms for computing
the bisimilarity partition of a graph (e.g., [17]), where the basic op-
eration is to stabilize a subset in the partition with respect to other
subsets and the final bisimilarity partition is reached when every
subset is stable with respect to its neighboring subsets (e.g., par-
ent subsets for B-bisimilarity). As will become clear later in this
section, it is precisely this localized character of stability that we
exploit in our XSKETCHes to ensure that the limited space avail-
able for the synopsis is judiciously allocated to those portions of
the data graph where our estimation assumptions are particularly
inappropriate. To allow for such localized refinements at different
levels of resolution, our XSKETCH synopses augment our general
graph-synopsis model with a q -bit edge label that is used to indicate
possible B-stability, F-stability, or both (i.e., B/F-stability) between
neighboring nodes in the synopsis.

DEFINITION 4.2. An XSKETCH r > �
?�s�l��8tB@B�(��tu@9� for a
data graph 
 is an edge-labeled graph synopsis for 
 , where the
label for each edge �+H�C�����v� tB@ is a q -bit indicator whose value
is defined as follows: (1)label �+H�4���L�Pw B x , if � is B-stable with
respect to + ; (2)label �+H�����.�Mw F x , if + is F-stable with respect
to � ; (3)label �+H�C���y�zw B � F x , if both (1) and (2) hold; and,
(4)label �+H�4���L�][ (empty), otherwise.

An example XSKETCH synopsis for the XML data graph in Fig-
ure 1(b) is depicted in Figure 2(c); note that, in this specific ex-
ample, the XSKETCH is simply the label-split graph of Figure 2(a)
augmented with the appropriate B/F-stability labels.

4.2 Estimation Framework for XSKETCHes
We now define our estimation framework for approximating the

selectivity of complex path expressions over an XML data graph

 based on a compact XSKETCH synopsis r > �
?� . The following
theorem establishes the basis for our XSKETCH estimation process,
demonstrating that the element counts estimated at the two end-
points of a label path in r > �
?� are guaranteed to be exact as long
as all the edges followed in r > �
?� satisfy the appropriate stability
conditions (a fact that we have already alluded to in Example 4.1).

THEOREM 4.1. Let r > �
?� be an XSKETCH synopsis for an
XML data graph 
 , and let � � � %'%'% �C� ) be a directed path in r > �
?� .

1. If B � label �� * �C� *|{ � � for each 6u�ah}� %'%'% �C~`��h , then all
count �� ) � elements corresponding to � ) are discovered by
the label path label �� � � ".;';';(" label �� ) � starting from
some node in extent �� � � in 
 .

2. If F � label �� * ��� *�{ � � for each 6���h}� %/%'% �C~��Ph , then
all count �� � � elements corresponding to � � reach at least
one element in extent �� ) � by the label path label �� � � " -;';';#" label �� ) � in 
 .

Theorem 4.1 ensures that the estimates obtained from an XS-
KETCH are accurate as long as all the edges traversed in the syn-
opsis while parsing the path expression satisfy the appropriate sta-
bility constraints. (Remember that an XSKETCH with all edges la-
beled w B � F x is exactly the perfect synopsis, i.e., the B/F-bisimilar
graph.) Of course, given the hard space constraints that the XS-
KETCH synopsis must satisfy, it is impossible to guarantee such
an ideal parsing for all possible path expressions over the data
graph. In the remainder of this section, we introduce an estima-
tion framework for approximating the selectivities of complex path
expressions over XSKETCHes. As with any form of estimation
that uses concise synopses (e.g., histograms or wavelets), our pro-
posed framework also relies on a set of statistical (uniformity and

independence) assumptions to compensate for the lack of detailed
distribution information. We describe our XSKETCH-based esti-
mation framework below, beginning with the easier case of sim-
ple path expressions and then considering the more general case of
branching paths.

4.2.1 XSKETCH Estimates for Simple Paths
Let l � l � "5;&;';(" l ) denote a simple label path over an XML

data graph 
 . We use count  l � ".;';';�" l ) � to denote the (esti-
mated) number of data elements that are discovered by the path l
in 
 , i.e., the selectivity of l. Consider an XSKETCH synopsis
r > �
?� of the data, and let �v�M� � ".;';';(" � ) be a path in r > �
?�
such that, for each 6 , label �� * ��� l * ; we term such an XS-
KETCH path � an embedding of the label path l. An element � ) in
extent( � ) ) is discovered by embedding � if there exists a doc-
ument path � � " � $ ".%'%'%#" � ) such that � * � extent �� * � . It is ob-
vious that if an element � is discovered by embedding � , then it is
also discovered by the corresponding path expression !� . If we use�  l � to denote the set of all distinct embeddings of l in our XS-
KETCH synopsis (i.e., embeddings that differ in at least one node
in the path), then the selectivity of l is estimated by summing the
selectivities over all its distinct embeddings in our XSKETCH; that
is, count  l ����� R2SV�(� l � count  ��� , where count  ��� denotes
the estimated number of elements discovered by embedding � . (Of
course, we ensure that a synopsis node cannot contribute more than
its total count to this estimate.)

Our selectivity estimation problem, therefore, essentially reduces
to estimating the count of the data elements discovered by each
distinct embedding of the label path in r > �
?� . This count can be
expressed as count �� � ".;';/;(" � ) �L� count �� ) �}�s�H�� � ".;';';(" � ) � ,
where �H�� � ".;/;';�" � ) � denotes the estimated fraction (i.e., empiri-
cal probability) of elements in extent �� ) � that are discovered by
the embedding � � "�;';&;(" � ) . By Theorem 4.1, when the embedding
� � "5;&;';#" � ) follows along a chain of contiguous B-stable edges, we
have count �� � ".;';&;(" � ) �?� count �� ) � (i.e., �H�� � "�;&;';(" � ) �?�
h ), and the estimate for the embedding is exact. We now explain
how our XSKETCH estimation framework deals with “breaks” in
the stability chain of the � � ".;';';(" � ) embedding to approximate the
fraction �H�� � "5;';';�" � ) � .

The first step in our estimation process is to parse the embedding
into a sequence of maximal, non-overlapping B-stable sub-paths;
that is, we break the embedding ����� � ".;';&;(" � ) into a collec-
tion of � sub-paths � � ��� � ".;';';(" �V7&� , � $ ���V7&� { � ".;/;';(" �V7(� ,%'%'% , �}���^�:7#�5� � { � ".;/;';�" �:7 � , where � c ��d	��� � �<� $ �;';'; �a~��m� � , and each sub-path � * is a maximal B-stable path,
i.e., B � label ��'���4�'� { � � for each ����� *�� �X� h:� ;';&; ��� * �Ph
and B  � label �� 7#¡ �C� 7#¡ { � � . Thus, Theorem 4.1 can be applied
to give exact estimates for each individual subpath � * . To ob-
tain an estimate for the entire embedding, we employ the well-
known Chain Rule from probability theory [9] and the fact that
�H��:7#�5� � { � ".;';/;(" �V7 � �L�ah to rewrite the required fraction as:

¢A£�¤ �'¥B¦�¦�¦C¥ ¤ )A§©¨ ¢A£|¤ 7#�5� � { � ¥B¦(¦(¦ª¥ ¤ 7 � §
« � � �¬
*� �

¢A£|¤ 7 ¡ � � { � ¥u¦�¦�¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ { �L® ¤ 7 ¡ { � ¥B¦�¦�¦C¥ ¤ 7 � §

¨
� � �¬
*| �

¢G£|¤ 7 ¡ � � { � ¥B¦�¦#¦ª¥ ¤ 7 ¡ { � ® ¤ 7 ¡ { � ¥u¦�¦(¦ª¥ ¤ 7 � §4¯
where �H + " �°b}� " nI� denotes the conditional probability that a data
element in a synopsis node � is discovered by the embedding + " �
given that there exists an embedding � " n “rooted” at that element.
Applying the Chain Rule once again for each term in the above



product, we have:

¢A£|¤ �#¥B¦#¦�¦4¥ ¤ ) §\¨
� � �¬
*� �

¢A£�¤ 7 ¡ ¥ ¤ 7 ¡ { �L® ¤ 7 ¡|± � ¥u¦(¦�¦ª¥ ¤ 7 � §

« � � �¬
*| �

¢G£|¤ 7 ¡ � � { � ¥B¦(¦(¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ ® ¤ 7 ¡ ¥u¦(¦�¦ª¥ ¤ 7 � §4²
The fact that �V7 ¡ � � { � ".;';&;(" �:7 ¡ is a B-stable chain in r > �
?� guar-
antees that �H�� 7#¡ � � { � ".;';/;(" � 7#¡ b&� 7#¡ ".;/;';(" � 7 � �L��h . To estimate
each of the remaining �H�� terms in the above product, since �³7 ¡ { �
does not satisfy a B-stability condition with respect to its parent
�:7 ¡ , we make two key assumptions.

A1. [Path Independence Assumption] Given a node � in r > �
?� ,
the distribution of incoming paths to � is independent of the
distribution of outgoing paths from � ; thus, �H + " �´b�� " nI�Lµ
�H + " ��� .

A2. [Backward-Edge Uniformity Assumption] Given a node �
in r > �
?� , the incoming edges to � from all parent nodes +
of � such that � is not B-stable with respect to + are uni-
formly distributed across all such parents in proportion to
their counts; that is, if we let �	¶D���� denote the set of
all “non-B-stable” parents of � then the fraction of elements
in extent ���� that are reached by +	���	¶����� is approxi-
mately count �¸· �¹Iº9»'¼5½�¾¸¿(À count �¸Á � .

Applying the above two assumptions, we can now estimate the
overall probability as follows:

�H�� � ".;';';(" � ) ���ÃÂ � � �*� � �H��V7 ¡ " �V7 ¡ { � b&�:7 ¡|± � ".;/;';(" �:7 � �
µÃÂ � � �*| � �H��:7 ¡ " �V7 ¡ { � �`µ�Â � � �*| � count �¸R(Ä ¡ �¹Iº8»'¼�½³¾¸¿ Ä ¡ À count �¸Á � %

EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the example XSKETCH shown in Fig-
ure 2 (c) and the simple path expression Actor/MovieRef/-
IDREF/Movie. The path expression has a single embedding
A/MR/IR/M and, thus, �H�Å�ÆTÇ�ÈTÉ "2Ê ÈTË�Ì}Í}Î�Í}Ï "VÐ2Ñ ÎVÒ³Ó "/Ê È}Ë�Ì}Í8�v�
�H�Å "2Ê Î ":Ð Î "/Ê � . The maximal parsing of A/MR/IR/M yields two
maximal sub-paths, A/MR and IR/M, contained in dashed lines in
Figure 2 (c). The fraction � , therefore, can be expressed as follows:
¢G£|Ô ¥#Õ/Ö}¥}×CÖ}¥#Õ §©¨ ¢A£ ×CÖ}¥#Õ § « ¢A£|Ô ¥#Õ/Ö}¥}×CÖ ® ×CÖ}¥#Õ §

¨ ¢A£ ×CÖ}¥#Õ § « ¢A£ Õ/Ö}¥}×CÖ ® ×CÖ}¥#Õ § « ¢A£|Ô ¥#Õ/Ö ® Õ/Ö}¥}×CÖ}¥#Õ §
B-stability ensures that the first and last term probability terms are
equal to 1; furthermore, using Path Independence we can approx-
imate �H Ê Î ":Ð ÎEb Ð Î "2Ê �Dµ��H Ê Î "VÐ ÎG� and use Backward-Edge Uni-
formity to compute the overall probability:

¢A£|Ô ¥#Õ/Ö}¥}×CÖ}¥#Õ §°¨ ¢A£ Õ/Ö}¥}×CÖ §Ø¨ count
£ Õ'Ö §

count
£ Õ/Ö §ÚÙ count

£�Ô Ö § ¨�Û:² Ü

4.2.2 XSKETCH Estimates for Branching Paths
Let l � l � "5;';';�" l ) 1 l ):{ � "5;';';�" l )V{ 7 3 " l ):{ 7 { � ".;';&;#" l )V{ 7 { �

denote a branching label path (i.e., “twig”) over an XML data graph

 . As previously, we use count  l � to denote the estimated selec-
tivity of the twig l in 
 , and estimate this as � RTS:�#� l � count  ��� ,
where �  l � is the set of all distinct embeddings �N�Ý� � ".;';/;(" � )1 � )V{ � "�;&;';(" � )V{ 7 3 " � )V{ 7 { � ".;';';(" � ):{ 7 { � in our XSKETCH syn-
opsis r > �
?� . Once again, the selectivity count for each such twig
embedding is estimated as count  ����� count �� )V{ 7 { � �����H ��� ,
with �H �Ú� denoting the fraction of elements in extent �� )V{ 7 { � �
that are discovered by the embedding.

Based on Theorem 4.1, it is easy to see that count �� )V{ 7 { � � is
actually an exact estimate for the desired embedding selectivity as
long as (1) the path chains � � ".;/;';(" � ) and � ) " � ):{ 7 { � ".;';';�" � )V{ 7 { �
are both B-stable, and (2) the path chain � ) " � ):{ � ".;';&;#" � )V{ 7 is F-
stable. We now describe how our XSKETCH estimation process
handles “breaks” in these stability chains. Using the Chain Rule,
we can rewrite the required selectivity estimate for the embedding
as follows:
¢A£ ¤ §©¨ ¢A£|¤ �&¥u¦(¦�¦ª¥ ¤ )G§ « ¢A£ßÞ}¤ ) ¥ ¤ )V{ �#¥u¦�¦(¦4¥ ¤ )V{ 7 ® ¤ �#¥u¦�¦�¦4¥ ¤ )G§« ¢A£|¤ ) ¥ ¤ ):{ 7 { � ¥B¦�¦(¦4¥ ¤ ):{ 7 { � ® £|¤ �#¥u¦�¦(¦ª¥ ¤ )?àÞ}¤ ) ¥ ¤ )V{ �#¥u¦�¦�¦4¥ ¤ )V{ 7 §�§C¯ (1)

where the notation �H�á�� " + � has been introduced to denote the frac-
tion of data elements in the extent of � that are at the root of at least
one � " + embedding, thus capturing the “existential” semantics of
conditional branches in a branching XPath expression (Section 2).
Note that the last term in the above equation captures the correla-
tion between the conditional branch � ) " � )V{ � ".;';&;(" � )V{ 7 and the
path branch � ) " � )V{ 7 { � "5;&;/;(" � )V{ 7 { � . To simplify the above ex-
pression, our estimation process makes the following independence
assumption.

A3. [Branch-Independence Assumption] Given a node � reached
by some path n " � in r > �
?� , outgoing paths from � are
conditionally independent of the existence of other outgoing
paths, given the originating path n " � ; in other words, for
any two distinct outgoing paths from � , say � " + and � " â , we
have �H�� " â b n " � ã,á�� " +8��µ��H�� " â b n " ��� .

Using Assumption (A3), we can simplify Equation (1) to:
¢G£ ¤ §Eä ¢A£|¤ �#¥u¦(¦�¦ª¥ ¤ )�§ « ¢A£ßÞ}¤ ) ¥ ¤ )V{ �#¥u¦(¦�¦4¥ ¤ )V{ 7 ® ¤ �#¥u¦�¦(¦ª¥ ¤ )G§« ¢A£�¤ ) ¥ ¤ )V{ 7 { � ¥�¦�¦�¦C¥ ¤ )V{ 7 { � ® ¤ �#¥u¦(¦�¦ª¥ ¤ )�§4² (2)

The first and third term in the above product represent simple path
estimates that can be estimated using the process described in the
previous section. We now focus on the estimation of the second
term in Equation (2) that involves the conditional branch of the
branching path expression.

Clearly, by Theorem 4.1, if � ) " � )V{ � ".;';&;(" � )V{ 7 is an F-stable
chain in r > �
?� then all elements in extent �� ) � (regardless of
the arrival path to � ) ) are at the root of at least one � ) " � )V{ � "5;&;';(" � )V{ 7
path, so the second term in (2) is exactly h . To deal with “breaks” in
the F-stability chain of � ) " � )V{ � "�;';&;(" � )V{ 7 , our estimation frame-
work uses a methodology similar to that used for the simple-paths
case. First, we parse the conditional branch � ) " � )V{ � "5;';';(" � ):{ 7
into a sequence of maximal, non-overlapping F-stable sub-paths;
that is, we break it into a collection of � sub-paths � � ��� ) "5;&;';(" �:7'� ,
� $ �©�V7&� { � ".;';';(" �V7(� , %'%'% , �:�å�©�V7(�5� � { � ".;';';#" �:7 � , where
� c �z~��lh]��� � ��� $ � ;&;'; �=~ � ���\� � , and each
sub-path � * is a maximal F-stable path, i.e., F � label ��/�³�C�'� { � �
for each �°��� *�� ��� h:� ;&;'; �C� * ��h and F  � label ��V7 ¡ �C�V7 ¡ { � � .
Next, we apply the Chain Rule and the fact that (by F-stability)
�H�á�� ) ".;';&;(" �:7'��bC� � "5;';';(" � ) ����h to rewrite the required fraction
as follows:
¢G£ßÞ}¤ ) ¥ ¤ )V{ �#¥u¦(¦�¦ª¥ ¤ )V{ 7 ® ¤ �#¥B¦(¦(¦ª¥ ¤ )G§9¨ ¢A£�ÞT¤ ) ¥B¦(¦�¦4¥ ¤ 7'� ® ¤ �#¥B¦(¦�¦4¥ ¤ )G§«0æ �*|E$ ¢A£ßÞ}¤ 7 ¡ � � ¥B¦�¦#¦ª¥ ¤ 7 ¡ ® ¤ �#¥u¦�¦(¦4¥ ¤ )?à Þ}¤ ) ¥B¦(¦�¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � §

¨ æ �*|E$ ¢A£�ÞT¤ 7#¡ � � ¥B¦�¦#¦ª¥ ¤ 7(¡ ® ¤ �#¥B¦(¦(¦ª¥ ¤ )Ià Þ}¤ ) ¥u¦�¦(¦ª¥ ¤ 7#¡ � � §4²
Note that the conditioning expression � � ".;';&;(" � ) ã�á�� ) ".;/;';�" � 7#¡ � �
in each of the terms in the above product simply states that each
node � 7#¡ � � is reachable starting from � � , so it can be abbreviated



to simply � � ".;/;';(" �:7 ¡ � � . This observation and an additional appli-
cation of the Chain Rule gives:
¢A£ßÞ}¤ ) ¥ ¤ )V{ �#¥u¦�¦(¦4¥ ¤ )V{ 7 ® ¤ �#¥u¦�¦�¦4¥ ¤ ) §9¨

¨ æ �*|E$ ¢A£�Þ}¤ 7 ¡ � � ¥B¦#¦�¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ ® ¤ � ¥B¦�¦(¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � §
¨ æ �*�9$ ¢A£�Þ}¤ 7 ¡ � � ¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � { � ® ¤ �#¥B¦�¦#¦ª¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � §« ¢A£ßÞ}¤ 7 ¡ � � { � ¥B¦(¦�¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ ® ¤ �#¥B¦�¦(¦4¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � ¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � { � §
¨ æ �*�9$ ¢A£�Þ}¤ 7 ¡ � � ¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � { � ® ¤ �#¥B¦(¦(¦ª¥ ¤ 7 ¡ � � §C¯

since �V7 ¡ � � { � ".;';&;(" �:7 ¡ is an F-stable chain. Given the lack of
the F-stability condition between �V7 ¡ � � and �V7 ¡ � � { � , we utilize
our Path Independence Assumption (A1) (i.e., incoming and out-
going paths at � 7#¡ � � are independent) to write �H�á�� 7(¡ � � " � 7#¡ � � { � b
� � ".;/;';(" �V7 ¡ � � �Pµç�H�á��:7 ¡ � � " �:7 ¡ � � { � � . To estimate the term
�H�á�� 7(¡ � � " � 7#¡ � � { � � (i.e., the fraction of data elements in the extent
of �:7 ¡ � � that have a child in the extent of �V7 ¡ � � { � ), our XSKETCH
estimation framework relies on one final statistical assumption.

A4. [Forward-Edge Uniformity Assumption] Given a node � in
r > �
?� , the outgoing edges from � to all children + of �
such that � is not F-stable with respect to + are uniformly dis-
tributed across all such children in proportion to their counts,
and the total number of such edges is at most equal to the to-
tal of these counts; that is, if we let �Fè`���� be the set of all
“non-F-stable” children of � and é�� � ÁHS'êìë.�íR � count �n � ,
then the fraction of elements in extent ���� that reach +F�
�Fè`���� is approximately count �+8� "BîØïTð wTéV� count �����x .

Note that the above uniformity assumption (A4) is slightly dif-
ferent from its “backward” analog (A2), due to the îØïTð w:x in the
normalizing constant for the fractions. The key intuition for this
differentiation is as follows. Backward-Edge Uniformity is basi-
cally estimating “up” from a given synopsis node and, since the
node has parents, every node in its extent also must have parents
in the data (root XML elements are grouped separately). Forward-
Edge Uniformity tries to estimate “down” from a node, and the
situation is not symmetric as not every element in the node’s ex-
tent has to have children. Omitting the îØïTð w}x from the denomi-
nator in (A4) and using only the summation over children would
essentially force every element in the node’s extent to have a child
which seems an excessively strong assumption to make (especially
for nodes with very large counts compared to their child counts).

4.3 XSKETCH Refinement Operations
Our estimation framework relies on four key statistical (unifor-

mity and independence) assumptions (A1)-(A4) for approximat-
ing the selectivity of complex path expressions over concise XS-
KETCHes. Clearly, depending on the validity of these four assump-
tions in the actual data graph, an XSKETCH synopsis that relies on
uniformity and/or independence to approximate the data-graph dis-
tribution will yield path-selectivity estimates of varying accuracy.
To construct an effective XSKETCH for a given space budget, we
need to be able to appropriately refine the synopsis structure for
regions of the data graph where our uniformity and independence
assumptions fail, since these regions are likely to result in high es-
timation errors. (Again, the relational analog would be allocating
more buckets to “difficult” regions of the data distribution during
histogram construction [20, 21].)

In this section, we introduce three such refinement operations for
XSKETCH synopses. Our operations act locally to refine portions
of the synopsis where any one of our estimation assumptions (A1)-
(A4) does not hold, in order to improve estimation accuracy. At an
abstract level, each refinement operation uses a partitioning crite-
rion to split an XSKETCH node + into a set of new nodes w2+ * x , such

that Q * extent �+ * �L� extent �+8� and extent �+ * �CY extent �+��}�
�F[ for all 6D ��� . Our node-partitioning criteria aim to either com-
pletely eliminate some uniformity/independence assumption(s) for
the new synopsis nodes w2+ * x , or to at least make such assump-
tions much more realistic for the new nodes w/+ * x than the old
node + (similar to histogram-bucket splits). Thus, successive re-
finements evolve the synopsis to a larger and more precise struc-
ture. We define three different refinement operations for XSKETCH
nodes, namely b-stabilize, f-stabilize, and b-split.
We briefly describe each operation below and then discuss how they
attack the uniformity and independence assumptions of our estima-
tion framework. Due to space constraints, more details and pseudo-
code descriptions for our XSKETCH refinement operations can be
found in the full paper [19].� b-stabilize( r > �
?� , + , � ): Here � is a parent of node +
in the r > �
?� synopsis, and B  � label ��G�C+8� . Clearly, when
estimating the selectivity of any path embedding in r > �
?� that
contains the edge ��G�C+8� , this edge constitutes a breakpoint in the
parsing of the embedding into maximal B-stable subpaths. This
essentially forces the application of Path Independence (A1) and
Backward-Edge Uniformity (A2) in order to estimate �H�� " +�� , i.e.,
the fraction of data elements in + that descend from � (Section 4.2).
A b-stabilize operation eliminates the need for such assump-
tions by refining the + node into two element partitions with the
same label one of which is B-stable with respect to � . In effect,
b-stabilize separates those data elements in + that are reached
through � into a new XSKETCH node + � , and substitutes ��G�C+��
with a new edge ��G�C+ � � where label ��G�C+ � �?� label ��G�C+8�uQ
w B x and �H�� " + � )=1.� f-stabilize( r > �
?� , + , n ): The f-stabilize operation
represents the “forward” equivalent of b-stabilize. Here + is
a parent of node n in the r > �
?� synopsis, and F  � label ��G�C+8� .
When estimating the selectivity of a branching-path embedding
whose branch contains the edge �+H�Cn � , the break in the F-stability
chain mandates the use of Path Independence (A1) and Forward-
Edge Uniformity (A3) in order to estimate �H�á�+ " nI� , i.e., the frac-
tion of data elements in + that have a child in n (Section 4.2). The
f-stabilize operation separates out exactly those elements of
+ in a new synopsis node + � , so that label �+ � �4nI�L� label �+H�Cn �CQ
w F x and f( á�+ � " n )=1.� b-split( r > �
?� , + , w2� * x ): Here + is a node in the r > �
?�
synopsis and w/� * x is the set of parent nodes of + such that B  �
label �� * �4+8� (i.e., + is not B-stable with respect to any � * ). When
estimating the selectivity of any path embedding in r > �
?� that
contains any of the �� * �C+�� edges, the break in the B-stability chain
forces the use of Backward-Edge Uniformity (A2) in order to es-
timate the fraction �H�� * " +�� of elements in + that descend from el-
ements in � * . Such a scenario is depicted in Figure 3(a) where
the node + in the XSKETCH is shown along with an example his-
togram that summarizes the exact count-distribution information
for the number of children in + per element in each parent � * . Ac-
cording to Backward-Edge Uniformity, the number of elements in
+ that descend from elements in �V7��yw2� * x is expressed as follows:

count ��:7 " +��N� count �+8�5� count ��:7:�
� R ¡ count �� * �

for all �9�

which, of course, implies that: count �íR Ä
f · �

count �¸R Ä � � count �¸· �¹ ¿ ¡ count �¸R ¡ � �
Æ:ÈTñ�òTÇ�óTñ³Ç for all � . Essentially, the Backward-Edge Uniformity
assumption approximates this count distribution (i.e., the ratio of
the number of child elements in + per parent element � 7 ) using a



single average, indicated by the dashed line in our example his-
togram. As our example figure shows, this may result in a poor
approximation when the count-distribution of the w2� * x parents is
somewhat skewed. Our b-split operation tries to intelligently
partition the elements in + across two new XSKETCH nodes so
that (1) the set of parents w2� * x of + is also partitioned across the
two new nodes, and (2) the Backward-Edge Uniformity assump-
tion within each partition gives a much more accurate approxima-
tion. A possible b-split for our example summary is shown in
Figure 3(b) where, without loss of generality, the parent set w/� * x
has been partitioned into w2� � � %&%'% �4� 7 x and w/� 7 { � � %'%&% �C� ) x . The
key idea is that, by intelligently partitioning based on count infor-
mation, b-split manages to produce much more uniform count
histograms and, thus, substantially improve the accuracy of the av-
erage approximation within each of the resulting nodes + � and + $ .
The benefit of the b-split operation, therefore, is that it does
not lift Backward-Edge Uniformity but, instead, tries to make the
summary fit it much better. Of course, the situation is slightly more
complicated than the depiction in Figure 3, as the children of ele-
ments in w2� * x may actually overlap in + and such overlaps should
be accounted for when partitioning w2� * x . The approach followed
in our b-split operation is to initially group the nodes in the
parent set w2� * x into disjoint node clusters whose children are non-
overlapping in + , and then partition w2� * x at this “coarser” level of
node clusters [19].
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Figure 3: The b-split operation: (a) Original “bad” summary. (b)
After applying b-split at node ô .

Having defined our XSKETCH-refinement operations, we now
discuss how they attack each of the four assumptions in our estima-
tion framework to improve estimation accuracy.� Path Independence (A1) is applied across edges that are not B-
stable during path parsing and is lifted with the help of b-stabilize
and f-stabilize operations that introduce more B-stable and
F-stable edges in the summary. As an example, consider the label-
split graph shown in Figure 4(a); this is the same graph as in Fig-
ure 2(a), except that we have annotated the B-stable edges. Con-
sider the path expression A/MR/ID/A, which has a corresponding
embedding in the summary. Since B  � label  Ê Î ":Ð2Ñ � , the max-
imal parsing of the embedding yields the two subpaths A/MR and
IR/A which are then combined using Path Independence; this as-
sumption, however, is clearly false, since the overall path does not
exist in the original document graph (Figure 2(a)). An applica-
tion of b-stabilize(IR,MR) gives the summary shown in Fig-
ure 4(b) where IR has been split and the false paths have been elim-
inated. Forward stabilizations operate in a similar manner, elimi-
nating false paths and lifting Path Independence when estimating
the selectivity of branch predicates. We do not discuss this further,

as it is completely symmetric to b-stabilize.
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Figure 4: (a) Original label-split summary graph. (b) After applying
b-stabilize(IR,MR).

� Backward-Edge Uniformity (A2) is applied at B-stability break-
points during path parsing to estimate the percentage of elements
that descend from a parent extent. A b-stabilize operation
removes such breakpoints and, thus, lifts this assumption; further-
more, b-split operations, as we have shown, also directly target
Backward-Edge Uniformity.� Forward-Edge Uniformity (A4) is applied at F-stability breakpoints
during the parsing of conditional branches. Thus, it is directly at-
tacked by f-stabilize operations, which remove such break-
points by forcing graph edges to become F-stable. For instance,
consider the data graph shown in Figure 5(a) where we have two
Actor elements, one containing õ}d Interview elements, and
one containing h/d Interview elements and q WebLink ele-
ments. Figure 5(b) shows the label-split graph summary. Under
Forward-Edge Uniformity, the estimate for path expression A[W]
is q , since we distribute the two W elements among the two A el-
ements. An application of f-stabilize(A,W) yields the sum-
mary shown in Figure 5(c), where A1 represents exactly those A
elements that have at least one W child. Clearly, with this refine-
ment, we no longer need to apply the uniformity assumption for
A[W], since the corresponding edge is now F-stable.
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Figure 5: (a) XML data graph. (b) Label-split graph. (c)
f-stabilize operation. (d) b-stabilize operation.

� Branch Independence (A3) is applied at the branching point(s) of
a path expression in order to decouple the selectivity estimates of
the branch and the simple path. Although there is no single re-
finement operation in our framework that targets this assumption
explicitly, we can actually handle it effectively with a combina-
tion of refinements. We illustrate this point with a simple exam-
ple. Consider again the data graph shown in Figure 5(a). It is
obvious that there is a strong correlation between the branch on
W and the number of I elements. The label-split graph of Fig-
ure 5(b) fails to capture this correlation: using our estimation as-
sumptions, we compute the count of A[W]/I as h/d}d . Applying



f-stabilize(A,W) leads to the summary in Figure 5(c), that
accurately captures the A[W] correlation but requires Backward-
Edge Uniformity for computing A/I. Since this uniformity as-
sumption is inaccurate (counts are skewed and non-uniform), we
can apply a b-stabilize(I,A1) operation and produce the fi-
nal summary of Figure 5(d). Note that the new summary does not
require the Branch Independence assumption for A[W]/I, since
all relevant edges at the branching point are stable, so the estimate
is exact. Although this is a fairly simple scenario, it gives the gist of
how applying different refinement operations can improve the qual-
ity of XSKETCH estimates with respect to an inaccurate Branch-
Independence assumption.

4.4 Evaluating XSKETCH Quality
The previous section introduced a number of operations that re-

fine the summary with respect to the assumptions of the estimation
framework. In this section, we propose a concrete goodness metric
for evaluating the quality of an XSKETCH synopsis, so that we can
decide (a) whether a refined summary is “better” than the original,
and (b) which refinement(s) lead to a more accurate summary.

The document graph 
 of an XML database essentially defines
a distribution ö of element counts among all possible path expres-
sions. An XSKETCH synopsis summarizes the path structure of 

and, therefore, defines another distribution ö5÷ that approximates
the true distribution. Thus, the quality of the synopsis should be
evaluated on how well the approximate distribution ö5÷ fits the true
distribution ö . “Goodness-of-fit” problems have been heavily re-
searched in statistics and a number of statistical tests have been
proposed for evaluating the goodness of an approximation (e.g.,
the chi-squared or 
 $ tests [5]); the validity of these tests, how-
ever, typically relies on strict requirements (e.g., on the minimum
count for each “cell” of the distribution) that are not always easy to
meet in practice. Our approach is more practical and is based on
the average absolute relative error between the estimated and real
counts over the set ø of all (branching) path expressions in r > � :

goodness
£ßù ú §9¨üû® ý.® «ÿþ�

l S �
® count � £��l §�� count tu@ £��l § ®

count � £��l §
This metric represents the absolute error of the estimate relative to
the true count of a path expression and is therefore a good indica-
tor of the quality of a summary. It does, however, suffer from two
important deficiencies: (a) it is not defined for negative path ex-
pressions, i.e., paths that have a zero count on 
 , and (b) low-count
path expressions contribute inordinately high percentages. In order
to handle these cases, we introduce a sanity bound in our error defi-
nition that essentially equates all zero or low count path expressions
with a default count é :
goodness

£ßù ú §9¨üû® ý.® «ÿþ�
l S �

® count � £��l §�� count tu@ £��l § ®
���
	�� count � £��l §C¯���

We typically set é equal to a small percentile of the actual count dis-
tribution in order to ensure good relative accuracy for most values
in the distribution; the default setting we use for our XSKETCHes
is the h'd -percentile of the distribution (i.e., õ}d�� of the counts in
the distribution are larger than é ).

The evaluation of the metric requires traversing the document
graph and counting the elements at the end of each possible path.
This becomes prohibitively expensive as the size of the XML database
grows. Fortunately, we can avoid the scan of the whole database
and use the B/F-bisimilar graph

> eHf(g �
?� that provably contains
all the paths of the original document graph and also yields ex-
act estimates. Even with this modification, however, the number
of paths to estimate can become quite large for complex graphs.

Our approach is to evaluate our goodness metric on a representative
sample i of the paths in the B/F-bisimilar graph. This path sample
is constructed in a biased manner, containing more paths that go
through and end-up in high count nodes of the B/F-bisimilar graph;
as a result, the computed metric captures more of the error that is
committed on high-count path expressions. This method resem-
bles random-sampling techniques over relational tables, where the
sample captures the values that occur most frequently in the data.

4.5 XSKETCH Construction Algorithm
Given the selectivity-estimation framework of Section 4.2, we

now address the difficult problem of building an XSKETCH syn-
opsis that effectively summarizes a large XML data graph within
a given space budget. In many respects, XSKETCH construction
is similar to other statistical-model inference problems, where the
goal is to infer an “optimal” statistical model (e.g., Bayesian or
Markov network) from an underlying data set. Most such problems
have been shown to be computationally hard and can be solved
exactly only by exhaustive search [18]. As the following theorem
demonstrates, our effective XSKETCH construction problem is also
computationally intractable; thus, it is unlikely that we can build
accuracy-optimal XSKETCHes in an efficient manner.

THEOREM 4.2. Let � be a fixed set of path expressions to be
evaluated over an XML data graph 
 . The problem of building
an XSKETCH synopsis r > �
?� of 
 with at most � nodes that
minimizes the mean-squared error in the selectivity estimates of
path expressions in � is �	� -hard.

Given the intractability of the XSKETCH construction problem2

we now propose a computationally-efficient heuristic algorithm for
building XSKETCH synopses. Our algorithm (termed BUILDXS-
KETCH) is based on a greedy, forward-selection paradigm that, es-
sentially, starts out with the coarsest possible synopsis model for 

(i.e., the Label-Split Graph

>Bc �
?� ) and incrementally adds more
complexity using the localized refinement operations discussed in
Section 4.3. Our greedy XSKETCH-refinement strategy is based on
the idea of marginal gains [10]: At each step, the refinement oper-
ation that results in the largest increase in accuracy per unit of extra
space required (and, of course, does not violate our overall space
budget for the synopsis) is selected for inclusion in the XSKETCH
synopsis. In practice, rather than examining single-step refinements
over all possible nodes in the XSKETCH, we only consider refine-
ments over a representative, small sample V of the synopsis nodes;
once again, this node sample � is biased towards nodes with high
counts in order to better capture frequent portions of the data graph.
The details can be found in the full paper [19].

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section we present the results of an extensive empirical

study that we have conducted using our novel XSKETCH synopses
proposed in this paper. The objective of this study is twofold: (1) to
establish the effectiveness of XSKETCHes as summaries for graph-
structured XML documents, and (2) to demonstrate the benefits of
our methodology compared to earlier approaches for the estimation
of simple path expressions over tree XML documents. Our experi-
ments consider a wide range of queries over synthetic and real-life
data and our findings can be summarized as follows.� Improved Estimates. In all the data sets that we have considered,
XSKETCHes produce accurate estimates with low error for both
$
Even though our reduction uses the mean-squared error metric, we con-

jecture that the problem remains
���

-hard for other error metrics as well.



positive and negative (i.e., zero count) queries. Our experiments
also demonstrate that XSKETCHes are efficient summaries for tree
XML documents, outperforming earlier approaches for simple path
expression estimation.� Reduced space requirements. XSKETCHes capture the most
important path and branching correlations in the underlying data
set using only a small fraction (1% to 5%) of the space required
by the perfect B/F-bisimilar summary and reduce estimation errors
substantially compared to the (crude) label-split graph.� Small sample sizes are effective. Effective XSKETCH synopses
can be efficiently constructed using only a small sample of the
XML document paths (1000 paths) and a small sample of the sum-
mary nodes (10% of the total number) for synopsis evaluation and
refinement. The quality of the resulting synopsis improves with the
size of the sample, but our experiments show that, even with a very
small number of paths and nodes, XSKETCHes are able to reduce
the estimation error substantially.

Thus, our experimental results validate the thesis of this paper
that XSKETCHes are efficient summary structures for accurately
estimating the selectivity of complex path expressions over general,
graph-structured XML databases.

5.1 Experimental Testbed and Methodology
Techniques. We consider two estimation techniques in our study.� XSKETCHes: We have implemented the XSKETCH framework
that we have presented in this paper. We use the forward selection
algorithm for constructing our synopses with different settings for
the node sample ( � ) and path sample ( i ) parameters. Specifically,
we vary � between 1%, 5%, and 10% of the total number of nodes
in the summary, and we use a sample i of 100, 500, and 1000
paths.� Markov Tables (MTs): Aboulnaga et al. [1] introduced a number
of summary structures for estimating the selectivity of simple path
expressions over tree-structured XML documents. We compare
XSKETCHes against 2nd order Suffix-* Markov Tables, that were
shown to be the most accurate synopses on the real-life data sets
tested in [1].
Data Sets. We use two real-life data sets and one synthetic data set
in our experiments.� IMDB: This is a real-life, graph-structured data set from the Inter-
net Movie Database (www.imdb.com). It is generated by crawl-
ing the IMDB database and selecting a subset of the nodes until a
desired size is reached. The key characteristic of this data set is a
high number of cycles and it represents highly irregular data.� XMark: This a synthetic, graph-structured data set from the XML
Benchmark [22], containing information on the activities of an E-
commerce web site. We use the benchmark data generator with a
0.1 scale to generate the corresponding document (10MB in size).
The data does not contain cycles but the high number of idref
references make it quite irregular.� DBLP: This is a real-life, tree-structured data set that contains
bibliographic data from the DB&LP database (www.informatik.-
uni-trier.de/˜ley/db). It does not contain any cycles and
is relatively regular in structure.

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the data sets in
terms of the sizes of the corresponding B-bisimilar graph, B/F-
bisimilar graph, and label-split graph. As expected, the DBLP data
set has the smallest perfect summary since it is the most regular
data set of the three; in addition, the B-bisimilar graph for this data
set is identical to the B/F-bisimilar graph since we are dealing with
a tree-structured document. IMDB and XMark, on the other hand,

have large perfect summaries thus motivating the need for concise
synopses. Note that the sizes reported do not include the space
needed to store the actual text of the element labels; each label is
hashed to a unique integer and the mapping is stored in a separate
structure that is not part of the summary.

IMDB XMark DBLP
Number of elements 102,755 206,131 1,399,766
Nodes in Label-Split Graph 123 84 601
Nodes in B/F-Bisimilar Graph 49,181 197,508 5,884
Size of Label-Split Graph 5.7 KB 3.7 KB 17 KB
Size of B-Bisimilar Graph 436 KB 1.8 MB 117 KB
Size of B/F-Bisimilar Graph 1.5 MB 6.2 MB 117 KB

Table 1: Characteristics of the Three Data Sets.

Query Workload. We evaluate the accuracy of the generated sum-
maries against a workload consisting of 1000 positive path expres-
sions, i.e., paths that have a non-zero count. The workload is cre-
ated by sampling the B/F-bisimilar graph of each data set and gen-
erating both simple and branching path expressions. More specifi-
cally, we generate 600 simple path expressions, 300 branching ex-
pressions with one branch of length 1 to 3, and 100 expressions
with two branches, each one with length between 1 and 3. This mix
is representative of what we expect to see in a real-life workload of
queries against an XML database: most queries will typically in-
volve simple path expressions, a smaller number will contain one-
branch path expressions, and a few will reference more complex
paths. In the experiments where we consider summaries for esti-
mating simple paths only, we use a modified workload that consists
entirely of simple path expressions. In all cases, the length of the
path expression (without branches) is distributed between 2 and 5
and the sample is biased toward high counts in the B/F-bisimilar
graph nodes. As a result, the generated paths follow the distribu-
tion of the data, with high-count elements being referenced more
frequently in the query set. Table 2 summarizes the average result
size for our query workloads for all the data sets considered in our
study. Of course, the sample of path expressions in our query work-
loads is completely unrelated to the samples that our XSKETCH
construction algorithm uses during the building of the synopses.

IMDB XMark DBLP
Simple Paths 1,125 511 2,614
Branching Paths 1,351 1,940 -

Table 2: Average Query Result Sizes.

We have also experimented with a negative workload, i.e., path
expressions that do not discover any elements in the data graph.
Our results have shown that XSKETCH summaries consistently pro-
duce close to zero estimates with negligible error and therefore we
omit this workload from our presentation.
Answer-Quality Metrics. We evaluate the constructed summaries
using the quality metric that we introduced in Section 4.4. This
metric represents the average absolute relative error combined with
a sanity bound é in order to avoid the effect of inordinately high
relative-error contributions from low-count queries. In our eval-
uation, we set the sanity bound é to the 10-percentile of the true
counts of path expressions in the workload.

5.2 Experimental Results
XSKETCH Performance for Branching Paths. This set of ex-
periments evaluates the estimation accuracy of XSKETCHes for
branching path expressions over graph-structured XML data. We
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Figure 6: Estimation error varying i : (a) IMDB data set, (b) XMark data set.

vary three key XSKETCH parameters, namely the allotted space
budget for the synopsis, the size of the node sample � , and the size
of the path sample i used during XSKETCH construction. Due
to space constraints, our presentation here focuses on our findings
when varying the path-sample size i ; our results for varying the
node-sample size � are similar and are presented in the full ver-
sion of this paper [19].

The i parameter determines the number of sampled paths against
which each refinement is evaluated; in essence, it represents the
size of the training set of our forward-selection construction algo-
rithm and can affect the quality of the generated synopsis. We keep
the node-sample size � fixed to 10% of the total nodes in the sum-
mary and we experiment with three sizes for the path-sample size
i : 100, 500, and 1000.

Figure 6 depicts the estimation error of XSKETCHes for the IMDB
and XMark data sets as a function of the synopsis size for the three
different values of the path-sample size i . Note that, in all the
graphs that we present, the estimation error at the smallest sum-
mary size corresponds to the label-split graph synopsis. Our results
clearly indicate that XSKETCHes constitute an efficient and accu-
rate summarization method for graph-structured documents. Even
with a small path-sample size of i =1000 for the training set and
an allotted space of 25–30 KBytes, the estimation error drops to
10% and is substantially lower than the error of the coarsest sum-
mary, the label-split graph. This is most noticeable in the IMDB
data set that is the most irregular of the two: the starting summary
yields an average error of 70%, which rapidly drops to 10% after
the first iterations of the construction algorithm. Furthermore, XS-
KETCHes achieve a low estimation error while using only a very
small fraction of the space required by the corresponding “perfect”
B/F-bisimilar graph for both data sets (Table 1). We observe that
the estimation error drops substantially during the first iterations of
our XSKETCH construction algorithm, followed by a gradual but
less steep decrease afterwards. It is evident that XSKETCH con-
struction captures the most important path and branching correla-
tions early in the build process and then refines the synopsis with
respect to “less dominant” structural dependencies. Overall, we
conclude that reasonable path-sample sizes are adequate to con-
struct accurate XSKETCH synopses, and an XSKETCH that occu-
pies only 25–30 KBytes (0.5%–2% of the space required by the
corresponding “perfect” B/F-bisimilar graph) is sufficient to guar-
antee low selectivity-estimation errors.
XSKETCH Performance for Simple Paths. In this set of experi-

ments, we focus on the simpler problem of estimating the selectiv-
ity for simple (i.e., non-branching) path queries. Since our synopsis
does not need to handle branches in path expressions, our estima-
tion framework no longer requires the corresponding assumptions,
namely Branch Independence and Forward-Edge Uniformity; as a
result, we do not need to consider f-stabilize operations in
our XSKETCH construction algorithm, since they are not relevant to
the estimation of simple path expressions. We set the path-sample
size il�mh/d}d:d and the node-sample size ���mh/d�� , and we eval-
uate the quality of our XSKETCH synopses against a workload of
simple path queries. In the interest of space, we only present our
results for the XMark data set; our findings for the IMDB data set
are similar and can be found in the full version of this paper [19].

Figure 7 (a) depicts the XSKETCH estimation error as a function
of the synopsis size for a query workload of simple path expres-
sions on the XMark data set. Our results show that XSKETCHes are
very efficient and accurate in estimating the selectivities of simple
path expressions over graph-structured XML data. Using a small
space budget of 30-50 KBytes, XSKETCHes yield a negligible es-
timation error of about 1%. It is interesting to observe that the
initial estimation error of the label-split graph (75%) is higher than
in the case of branching path expressions (26%). This is mainly
due to the additional selectivity factors that branches introduce in
the estimation formulas; as a result, the estimated number of ele-
ments for each expression drops (since the number of small multi-
plicative factors increases) and the observed relative error is not as
large. Nevertheless, our XSKETCH construction algorithm is once
again able to capture the most important path correlations in the
data during the first few steps of the build process, thus reducing
the estimation error substantially for small XSKETCH sizes.

In our final experiment, we compare our XSKETCH synopses
against the Markov Table (MT) summaries of Aboulnaga et al. [1]
on simple path expressions over tree-structured data. We use the
2nd Order Suffix-* Markov Table that was shown to have the best
performance on the real-life data sets tested in [1], and we compare
against XSKETCH summaries constructed with the path-sample and
node-sample sizes fixed at i���h/d}d:d and �Ý� h�� , respectively.
Figure 7 (b) shows the estimation error of the two methods as a
function of the synopsis size on the (tree-structured) DBLP data
set. XSKETCHes are more efficient in capturing the key struc-
tural dependencies using the limited storage space and consistently
provide estimates with very low error after a few iterations of the
construction algorithm: with a small space budget of 30KBytes,
XSKETCHes have an estimation error of 6% compared to 19%
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Figure 7: Estimation error for simple path expressions: (a) XMark data set, (b) DBLP data set.

for MT summaries. The construction of MT summaries is based
on the summarization of low-frequency paths with special *-paths,
that approximate the pruned frequencies with an average and thus
enforce a uniformity assumption. In addition, the MT-estimation
model is based on a “Markovian memory” assumption in order to
compute the count of a path from the counts of shorter paths (of
length up to 2). The MT-construction algorithm , however, prunes
paths in a greedy fashion based solely on their frequency and does
not consider the validity of the two assumptions with respect to the
underlying path distribution; as a result, it can make sub-optimal
decisions that lead to less accurate summaries even when more
storage space is allocated. This is evident in our results, where
the estimation error for MT summaries suddenly jumps when the
synopsis size increases from 17KB to 20KB. Our approach, on the
other hand, is more methodical as XSKETCH construction directly
takes into account the structural dependencies that exist in the paths
of the XML data graph.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the key concepts and algorithms

underlying XSKETCHes, a novel class of statistical synopsis struc-
tures for general, graph-structured XML data. Our XSKETCH syn-
opses exploit localized graph stability to accurately capture, in lim-
ited space, the key correlations in the path and branching distribu-
tion of large XML data graphs. We have developed a systematic
estimation framework for XSKETCHes that relies on well-founded
assumptions to compensate for the lack of detailed information in
our synopses. We have also demonstrated that the problem of build-
ing an accuracy-optimal XSKETCH is �	� -hard, and we have pro-
posed an efficient construction heuristic that employs localized re-
finement operations to evolve an initial, coarse summary to a larger
and more accurate synopsis. Extensive experimental results with
synthetic and real-life data sets have validated our approach.
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